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Introduction 
Allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation (allo- HCT) is a 

restorative treatment option for advanced or high- trouble hematologic 
malignancy. With shrinking family size and a limited patron pool for 
racial minorities, the vacuity of an HLA- matched stock or unconnected 
donors can be a challenge. In addition, because an unconnected patron 
quest can take up to 4 months, multitudinous high- trouble cases can fall 
or succumb to their complaint while awaiting identification of a suitably 
matched patron. Umbilical cord blood (UCB) and haploidentical 
(haplo) related patron grafts are generally readily available for utmost 
cases lacking a matched combined or unconnected patron. The early 
challenge of transplant complications related to delayed engraftment in 
UCB transplant (UCBT) can be overcome with the use of 2 cord blood 
units (CBUs) or by various CBU expansion platforms. In distinction, 
prostrating the MHC barricade and preventing graft- versus- host 
complaint (GVHD) in haplo related patron transplantation (haplo- 
HCT) has been made possible through the handover of a post- 
transplantation cyclophosphamide (PT- CY) platform. Although 
double UCBT (dUCBT) and haplo- HCT have been shown to be 
safe and effective, there are no published randomized studies directly 
comparing issues between the 2 patron sources [1, 2].

Two parallel( nonrandomized) phase II trials were conducted using 
similar reduced- intensity exertion( RIC) rules and either haplo- bone 
gist transplant( Blood and Gist Transplant Clinical Trials Network( 
BMT CTN) 0603) or dUCB units( BMT CTN 0604) to assess the 
effectiveness and safety of these 2 volition patron transplants. The issues 
appeared analogous in terms of survival, neutrophil recovery, and 
frequence of GVHD, indeed though no direct comparison of issues was 
conducted between the 2 patron sources. The results of these trials led 
to the recently completed phase III randomized study of dUCBT versus 
haplo- HCT (BMT CTN 1101, NCT 01597778) using RIC.

Allo- HCT is associated with significant costs and financial burden 
on cases and healthcare resources. With felicitations to the direct patron- 
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associated costs, the accession cost of the dUCB graft is potentially 
advanced than haplo grafts. In addition, there may be differences in 
count recovery kinetics, contagious complications, and frequence/ 
strictness of GVHD between the 2 sources that may drive before hand 
post- transplant costs. This is illustrated by the results of a retrospective 
French study that estimated cost- effectiveness of single UCBT versus 
dUCBT using a Markov decision analysis model showing that dUCBT 
was farther cost-effective and had better quality- shaped life- times 
within 4 times of follow- up. Although cost- effectiveness analysis is 
conducted similar to the BMT CTN 1101 to prospectively address 
the profitable value of necessary patron (haplo- HCT versus dUCBT) 
sources, no other published studies compare early direct cost after the 2 
transplant approaches. To address this question we compared the early( 
100 days after HCT) and direct costs between dUCBT and haplo- HCT 
including graft accession costs and inpatient and outpatient charges in a 
retrospective fashion using data on consecutive cases witnessing haplo- 
HCT at the Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee and dUCBT at 
West Virginia University, Morgantown. Our thesis was that the total 
direct medical care costs will be significantly lower for cases entering 
dUCB compared with haplo- HCT benefactors [3, 4].

Materials and Methods
Cases

All consecutive adult cases witnessing a PT- CY – predicated T cell 
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Abstract
Alternative patron allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplants( HCTs), analogous as double umbilical cord blood 

transplants( dUCBT) and haploidentical related patron transplants( haplo- HCT), have been shown to be safe and 
effective in adult cases who do not have an HLA-identical stock or unconnected patron available. Utmost transplant 
centers have committed to 1 of the 2 volition patron sources, indeed with a lack of published randomized data 
directly comparing issues and relative data on the cost- effectiveness of dUCBT versus haplo- HCT. We conducted 
a retrospective study to estimate and compare the early costs and charges of haplo- HCT and dUCBT in the first 100 
days at 2 US transplant centers. Forty- nine benefactors of haplo- HCT (at 1 center) and 37 with dUCBT (at another 
center) were included in the analysis. We compared graft accession, inpatient/ outpatient, and total charges in the first 
100 days. The results of the analysis showed a significantly lower cost of graft accession and lower total charges (for 
100- day HCT survivors) in favor of haplo- HCT. Importantly, to control for the obvious shortcomings of comparing costs 
at 2 different transplant centers, acclimations were made predicated on the current (2018) original pay envelope index 
and inflation rate. In the absence of further guidance from a prospective study, the cost analysis in this study suggests 
that haplo- HCT may affect in early cost savings over dUCBT and may be preferred by transplant centers and for cases 
with farther limited resources.
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– replete haplo- HCT at the Medical College of Wisconsin and dUCBT 
at West Virginia University during March 2009 to March 2017 were 
included in this retrospective analysis. Institutional Review Board 
blessing was attained at both centers. Intensity of exertion rules was 
classified as myeloablative exertion versus RIC/ nonmyeloablative 
exertion predicated on agreement criteria. Granulocyte colony- 
stimulating factor – mustered supplemental blood ornon- stimulated 
bone gist haplo grafts and dUCB grafts were invested on day 0. All 
haplo- HCT cases entered steady GVHD prophylaxis with PT- CY, 
tacrolimus, and mycophenolate mofetil as described previously 23, 24, 
and 25. UCBT cases entered tacrolimus and mycophenolate mofetil, 
with antithymocyte globulin (ATG) given per croaker discretion for 
prevention of GVHD. Anti-infective prophylaxis was administered 
according to institutional guidelines. Granulocyte colony- stimulating 
factor was started at a cure of 5 µg/kgs.c. On day 5 for haplo- HCT and 
dUCBT and was continued until neutrophil recovery [5, 6].

All cases were followed within the separate transplant centers from 
the time of pre- HCT evaluation until at least 100 dayspost- HCT. In 
both centers all hospitalizations within the first 100 days of HCT are 
simply in a devoted inpatient unit, and all inpatient visits within the 
first 100 days do in the transplant clinic/ day sanitorium. Hence, the 
institutional account departments at both centers capture all applicable 
medical costs for the first 100 days except costs for inpatient tradition 
drugs, including drugs administered through home care services.

Delineations and study endpoints

For the early post- HCT cost evaluation and comparison, we 
collected the direct medical care costs charged to insurance payers 
at the 2 transplant centers (not the factual insurance remitments to 
the institution). Analysis of cost comparison was predicated on graft 
accession costs and direct medical care charges up to day 100post- HCT( 
inclusive of nursing, laboratory, imaging, procedural and installation 
charges, cost of blood products, cost of specifics handed by the in-
house apothecary during hospitalization, or infusion visits) beginning 
with first the day of the index hospitalization for HCT. Graft accession 
cost of haplo- HCT comported of costs for patron evaluation including 
HLA typing, apheresis procedure or bone gist crop (depending on the 
product used), and graft processing and storage, whereas for dUCBT 
benefactors cost of graft accession included those for searching the cord 
blood bank force, corroborative HLA typing of CBUs, cost of the UCB 
units, and shipping of CBUs to the transplant center. Tradition drug 
costs were not included in the analysis. The pulled costs were inflation- 
shaped to 2018 bones using the Medical Care Consumer Price Index. 
Adjustment for variation in charges between the 2 transplant centers 
was conducted predicated on fiscal time 2018 sanitorium-specific pay 
envelope index used by Centers for Medicaid & Medicare Services 
(CMS), converting values to represent public normal. Disease trouble 
index (DRI) and HCT-specific comorbidity index (HCT- CI) were 
calculated predicated on established delineations [7].

Results
Case and transplant characteristics

Included in the study were consecutive cases witnessing dUCBT 
(n = 37) and haplo- HCT (n = 49) at West Virginia University and the 
Medical College of Wisconsin, singly. As anticipated, differences were 
noted in birth characteristics between cases in the 2 groups. Compared 
with the dUCBT group, cases in the haplo- HCT group were aged 
(median age 44 versus 55, P = .02) and had a advanced proportion of 
cases with intermediate- or high- trouble DRI (62 versus 92, P = .002) 

and HCT- CI score ≥ 3(27 versus 57, P = .005). Conditioning authority 
was generally fludarabine- and cyclophosphamide- predicated (roughly 
80) at both centers. Still, a significant proportion of cases witnessing 
dUCBT entered ATG as part of their exertion (78) versus none of the 
haplo HCT cases. All dUCBT cases entered total body irradiation 
compared with 81 of the haplo- HCT group (P = .01). All cases 
witnessing haplo- HCT and none of the dUCBT cases entered PT- CY. 
The median CD34 cell cure invested for dUCBT and haplo- HCT was.1 
× 106/ kg body weight and 4 × 106/ kg body weight, singly( P<.001). 
Median follow- up of survivors was 4 times in the dUCBT group and2.6 
times in the haplo- HCT group.

Discussion
Healthcare costs are increasingly a major determinant of healthcare 

policy. benefactors of allo- HCT represent a unique cohort of cases with 
significantly high trouble of cytopenias, infections, GVHD, electrolyte 
imbalances, and end- organ venom that bear prolonged hospitalization, 
frequent outpatient follow- up, and increased readmission rates, all of 
which can potentially escalate healthcare costs 33, 34. In this analysis 
we compared certain rudiments of the healthcare costs, limited to the 
first 100 days of allo- HCT, between 2 necessary patron allo- HCTs, 
videlicet dUCBT and haplo- HCT, at 2 US transplant centers in 
different countries, with each center contributing data on only 1 type 
of transplant. We named the first 100 days as the time period of interest 
for the study considering advanced morbidity and mortality trouble 
during this period in both types of HCT, as a result of complications 
analogous as authority- related poison, delayed or poor count recovery, 
infections, and acute GVHD [8, 9].

The graft accession cost was significantly lower for haplo- HCT 
compared with dUCB product. The cost of carrying the haplo patron 
grafts was a mean$ 53,000 lower than dUCB graft. This would effectively 
translate into a reduction of lower than$ 1 million in sanitorium charges 
(and posterior healthcare system cost savings) for every 20 haplo- 
HCT (over dUCBT), assuming the mean graft accession charge gap 
between the 2 patron sources is harmonious across transplant centers. 
Considering that 45 of haplo- HCT benefactors entered bone gist 
product with a advanced mean graft accession charge($ 37,526 versus$ 
27,743 for the supplemental blood product), the cost saving could be 
indeed advanced with the nearly universal handover of supplemental 
blood haplo graft source( as far as graft costs are concerned). This 
cost saving in the long term, still, could be neutralize by advanced 
trouble of cytokines release pattern and acute and habitual GVHD 
with supplemental blood haplo- HCT 35, 36, 37. Of note, the inpatient 
and total (combined inpatient plus outpatient plus graft accession) 
charges in the first 100 days were similar between the 2 groups. Because 
mortality in the first 100 days was numerically advanced in dUCBT 
cohort( 24 in haplo- HCT versus 30 in dUCBT) and analogous cases 
could be associated with advanced inpatient charges, we performed 
a cost analysis confined to day 100 survivors Significantly higher 
total charges were associated with dUCBT( versus haplo- HCT) by 
a mean value of$ 101,000. The lack of significant difference in 100- 
day mortality, length of sanitorium stay during index admission, and 
100- day hospitalization-free days do not give a simple explanation 
for the advanced total cost of dUCBT among 100- day survivors. We 
can presume that the advanced cost criterion with dUCBT is linked to 
lower trouble of nonrelapse morbidity and mortality, in addition to the 
lower cost of graft accession and use of ATG [10].
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